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Supporting Open Practice

- Developing a sustainable approach
- Supporting open scholarship
- Flipping library budgets from pay-to-access to pay-to-publish
- Supporting new models and infrastructure, to build capacity, eg DOAB, CEU Press, OLH
Benefits

Diversification of publishing ecosystem
Reputational benefits of institutional publishing
Value for money
Flexibility and responsiveness
Welcome to Pressbooks Directory

This directory provides an index of 2,863 books published across 105 Pressbooks networks. Learn to use the Directory by taking a self-guided tour or reading our guide.

Pressbooks Directory is more powerful when paired with a PressbooksEDU Authoring & Editing Platform, which allows you to clone, revise, remix, and redistribute all of the openly licensed content found through this Directory.

Learn more about Pressbooks

Curated Collections

Language Learning  High Enrollment  Open Education  Interactive OER  Healthcare
Pilot project

- Project managing with external contributions
- Academic oversight and editorial control
- Guiding the style
- Communicating illustration requirements
- Developing peer review processes
- Spring term 2023 publication
Is it working?

Learning on the job  Developing expertise
New workflows      Agile approach
Securing commitments Attracting interest for new projects
Managing peer review Engaging students with review
Ambitious timetable  Flexible approach to editions
What’s next?

- Support other projects
- Bespoke experience for authors
- Evaluate process over outcomes
- Recommendations for service design
Thank you